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Introduction
LIGNUM is a generic functional-structural plant model (FSPM) designed and parameterized
for modelling coniferous as well as deciduous tree species. It combines the use of L-systems
for structural development and the programming language C++ for modelling metabolic
processes and radiation regimes. We show how both the structural and functional part of
LIGNUM, applied to Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) (Perttunen et al. 1998, Perttunen
and Sievänen 2005), can be translated into the rule-based language XL (Hemmerling et al.,
2008), thus offering new possibilities for model reuse and comparison.

Four generic algorithms were identified in LIGNUM, used to traverse the modelled tree
and to perform functional computations:
• ForEach - applies a defined functor to each tree component
• Accumulate - collects information from the tree
• AccumulateDown - traverses the tree from the branch tips to the tree base (and
collects/passes information)
• PropagateUp - traverses the tree from the base to the tips
These were translated using selected features of the language XL (Tab. 2).
Tab. 2 Alternatives to LIGNUM’s generic algorithms in XL.

Modelling tools
• LIGNUM
• Generic FSPM, with focus on trees
• Implemented in C++
• Uses L-systems for architectural
development,
specified with the language L
• Data structure: list

• XL
• The modelling language of GroIMP
• Extends Java with rule-based constructs
• Data structure: graph
• GroIMP
• Growth Grammar-related Interactive
Modelling Platform (Fig. 1), in Java

LIGNUM

GroIMP

Example

ForEach

execution rule
(::>)

sps:ScotsPineSegment ::>
sps.photosynthesis();

Accumulate

aggregators
sum((* ScotsPineSegment *)
(sum, count, max, ...),
.getP())
with queries ((* *))
// sum up photosynthates

AccumulateDown
PropagateUp

path patterns
sps:ScotsPineSegment ::>
if (sps.getAge() == 0) {
with directed relations
sps.setQin(
(-r->, <-r-), with
(* sps -ancestor->
r = minDescendants,
ScotsPineSegment *)
descendants, ancestor,
.getQin()
shortcuts:
);
}
-->, <-- = any edge,
// propagate up incoming radiant flux
>, < = successor,
// to new segments
+>, <+ = branch

Results

Fig. 1 Screenshot of the GroIMP software with the translated LIGNUM model for Scots pine.

We could demonstrate that the advanced features of XL allow to translate even complex
models like LIGNUM, applied to Scots pine (Fig. 2), into rule-based models in an elegant
and transparent way. Further research will address a comparison of the LIGNUM and the
GreenLab FSPM on the same platform, as both models have been translated into XL.

Architecture
The following structural components of LIGNUM (implemented as C++ classes) were
specified as XL modules (analogous to L-system symbols) with associated attributes and
methods:
• Main structural units: TreeSegment, Bud
(BranchingPoint and Axis, inevitable in LIGNUM, were inherently expressed in XL)
• Modules for trees in general: Tree, TreeCompartment
• Modules specific for conifers, pine and Scots pine: CfTreeSegment, PineSegment,
PineBud, ScotsPineTree, ScotsPineSegment, ScotsPineBud
By applying L-system rules, new buds and segments are created at each time step (one
year). The rules were translated in a straightforward way (Tab. 1).
Tab. 1 Comparison of the L (LIGNUM) and XL (GroIMP) syntax.

LIGNUM

GroIMP

Description

Start : { produce A(); }
A() : { produce B() A(); }
SB()
EB()

Axiom ==> A;
A ==> B A;
[
]

Start symbol
L-system rule
Branch start
Branch end

Instead of using the L symbols F and B interpreted in LIGNUM as a tree segment and a
bud, respectively, we used directly the modules ScotsPineSegment and ScotsPineBud.
Additional XL modules were specified, corresponding to L symbols, to control branch
orientation: Pitch, Roll, Turn, Down, HDir.

Radiation regime
Two LIGNUM light models (segment and voxel space based) as well as the sky model were
translated directly into GroIMP framework code, therefore hidden from the user. They can
be started by simple method calls from XL code.
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Fig. 2 Comparison of Scots pine simulations: original LIGNUM model, visualized in LignumWB (left) and
its translated XL version in GroIMP (right).
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